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ALLAHABAD: Indian women sort onions at a wholesale vegetable market in Allahabad, India, yesterday.
Further spike in prices of onions is expected both in wholesale and retail markets due to the fall in production
and sluggish supply of stored onions, according to local reports. — AP

LONDON/BEIJING: Signs China’s slowdown is
getting worse and weak growth in Europe
have further damaged the outlook for the
global economy, sending stocks and com-
modity prices reeling yesterday.

World markets had already been on edge
after China’s surprise devaluation of the yuan
last week and a near-collapse in its stock mar-
kets in early summer. “Uncertainty about
China growth is now the main swing factor in
markets,” said Tim Condon, an economist at
ING Group in Singapore.

“Today’s data reinforced the doubts about
global growth.” The preliminary Caixin/Markit
China Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’
Index (PMI) stood at 47.1 in August, well
below a Reuters poll median of 47.7 and
down from July’s final 47.8.

It was the worst reading since March
2009, in the depths of the global financial cri-
sis, and the sixth straight one below the 50-
point level, which separates growth in activi-
ty from contraction on a monthly basis. Euro-
zone business growth unexpectedly acceler-
ated this month but remained tepid, accord-
ing to surveys out of Europe, while a similar
index due later from the United States is
expected to show only a modest pickup in
factory growth.

World stock markets tumbled towards their
worst week of the year and commodities got
another kicking, as the data sent investors scur-
rying to the safety of bonds and gold. Analysts
still expect the US central bank to raise interest
rates this year, possibly as soon as next month,
though minutes from the US Federal Reserve’s
last meeting in July showed policymakers dis-
cussed China, Greece’s debt crisis and the weak
state of the global economy.

CHINESE WIND
The downdraft from China is particularly

rattling economies of its trade-reliant Asian
neighbors. South Korea, which counts China
as its biggest trading partner, said on Friday
its exports slumped and Taiwan reported on
Thursday its export orders in July fell more
than expected.

And while a similar factory survey in Japan
pointed to a pick-up there due to stronger
domestic demand, policymakers in Tokyo are
keenly aware of the dangers if China slows
further. Following three decades of blistering
double-digit economic growth, Chinese
authorities have had limited success in
shoring up activity this year despite four
interest rates cuts since November.

Worse, last week’s shock 2 percent deval-
uation in the yuan and a near-collapse in
Chinese shares over the summer that was
countered by a massive stock market rescue
do not appear to have calmed investor jit-
ters. The yuan has slid nearly 3 percent since
its Aug. 11 devaluation, a fall some analysts
say is too modest to boost Chinese exports,
but notable enough to raise fears of com-
petitive currency devaluations between
governments.

The speed with which China’s economy is
losing steam has led to analysts warning the
government may struggle to meet its official
growth target of 7 percent this year if it does-
n’t ratchet up policy support. China’s factory
output, retail sales and investment all disap-
pointed in July. Some economists say China’s
present growth levels could already be closer
to half of the 7 percent official figure reported
for the second quarter.

“While we do not have enough informa-

tion to assess all the details of official releases,
we share the view that real GDP growth prob-
ably slowed more than reported in recent
quarters,” said Wei Yao at Societe Generale.

EUROPEAN BREEZE
A relatively upbeat euro zone survey, one

of the earliest monthly economic indicators,
suggests the European Central Bank’s mas-
sive bond-buying program and a weaker
euro may be finally having an impact on
growth. However, signs businesses are cut-
ting prices at a faster rate will be disappoint-
ing for the ECB which has been battling to
bring inflation - at just 0.2 percent in July -
anywhere near its two percent target ceiling.

Markit’s Composite Flash PMI, rose to
54.1 this month from July’s 53.9, confound-
ing expectations in a Reuters poll for a mod-
est dip to 53.8.

The headline index has been above 50
since mid-2013 and Markit said the PMI sug-
gested third quarter GDP growth of 0.4 per-
cent, matching the prediction in a Reuters
poll last week.

“It points to weak growth that will do little
to erode the spare capacity in the region,”
said Jennifer McKeown at Capital Economics.

“We still see euro-zone growth slowing
in the coming months as earlier boosts
from falling inflation and the euro’s depre-
ciation fade, particularly if renewed uncer-
tainty surrounding the Greek election dam-
ages confidence.” Adding to uncertainty for
investors following a brief period of relief
after Athens avoided default and signed a
third bailout to stay in the euro-zone, Greek
Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras resigned on
Thursday. — Reuters

Dismal business surveys 
intensify growth fears
Orders fall at faster rate, more workers being laid off

Gold eyes biggest
weekly rise since Jan

LONDON: Gold eased yesterday after an earlier rally to six-week
highs ran out of steam, but remained on track for its biggest weekly
gain since mid January as more bad economic data from China bat-
tered financial markets. World stocks tumbled towards their worst
week of the year, while the dollar index hit a near eight-week low
after the China factory report added to doubts that the Federal
Reserve will be able to raise interest rates next month.

Gold had already rebounded this week from July’s 5-1/2 year
low, boosted by minutes of the Fed’s last policy meeting, which
dented expectations for an imminent hike in US rates.

Spot gold was down 0.2 percent at $1,150 an ounce at 0954
GMT, off an earlier high of $1,168.40, while US gold futures for
December delivery were down $3.20 an ounce at $1,150. Spot gold
is still up more than 3 percent this week. “Everyone’s following the
Fed, effectively,” Natixis analyst Bernard Dahdah said. “A September
hike is seen as less likely than it was a week ago... If you look at the
interest rate probability according to the Fed fund futures, on
August 13 it was showing 50 percent for September, and now it’s
down to 32 percent.” “The latest move is related to disappointment
in that, and the dollar has weakened, which is related to China.” The
dollar hit its lowest in almost eight weeks against a basket of major
currencies on Friday, after the weak factory data from China.

Gold has come under heavy pressure this year from expectations
that the Fed would hike rates for the first time in nearly a decade,
lifting the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding bullion while
boosting the dollar. Appetite for risk was further dented in Europe
after Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras resigned on Thursday.

“Risk aversion is rising again in financial markets, weighing on
equities and in turn lifting gold,” Julius Baer said in a note. “Gold
could remain supported in the short-term by further short-cover-
ing and safe-haven demand.” The world’s largest gold-backed
exchange-traded fund, New York’s SPDR Gold Shares, reported
an inflow of 3.6 tons on Thursday, its first in just over a week.
Among other precious metals, silver was down 1.1 percent at
$15.38 an ounce, while platinum was down 1 percent at
$1,019.25 an ounce and palladium was down 2.4 percent at
$603.25 an ounce. — Reuters

Ugandan shilling’s fall 
could curb growth: FM

NAIROBI:  A drop in the value of the Ugandan shilling is likely to limit
economic expansion this year by driving up prices and forcing the cen-
tral bank to raise interest rates further, the country’s finance minister
said. The shilling is down 23 percent against the dollar this year, amid
expectations the Federal Reserve will raise US rates.

“We have a challenge of a sliding shilling against the dollar so a
bit of inflation now is creeping up,” Matia Kasaija told Reuters by
phone from Kampala. The growth forecast “is likely to be affected if
things don’t improve within a short period of time.” Core inflation
rose to 5.4 percent in July from 4.9 percent in June. In an interview
with Reuters the same month, a senior central bank official said the
bank expected it to rise to 8 to 10 percent over the next 12 months.
Policymakers have already begun tightening. Since April, they have
raised the central bank’s benchmark lending rate by a total of 500
basis points, to 16 percent.

Authorities in the east African nation forecast the economy will
expand by 5.8 percent this year from 4.8 percent last year, as it invests
in infrastructure projects like a modern railway. Kasaija, a former state
minister for planning who was elevated to finance minister in March,
said higher interest rates were cutting demand for private-sector bor-
rowing. The biggest risk to the foreign exchange rate was an imbal-
ance in exports and imports, the minister said, without providing fig-
ures. He added the volatility in the exchange rate was “very undesir-
able”. “It is affecting the economy adversely. It is pushing our inflation
to figures which we never thought,” Kasaija said. Kasaija said he was
confident inflation would still be in single digits by the end of this year,
as bumper food harvests keep food prices stable. 

He sought to allay fears government spending would rise before
presidential elections due in February or March. “Money for elections
was budgeted for,” he said. The minister warned Ugandans, however,
to brace themselves for spending cuts in other areas, such as
allowances and travel for civil servants, to ride out the threat from a
weakening currency. Salary increments will be frozen.

“Ugandans will have to do a bit of sacrificing when we are
experiencing this shock ... If things get worse I will not hesitate to
cut the expenditure of government,” he said. Investments in
roads, rail and power plants, aimed at improving the business cli-
mate to attract investors, will be insulated, he said. “I can’t cut on
development projects because I will be shooting myself in the
foot,” the minister said.  — Reuters


